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Check Call price, based on reversed price calculation
Explanation : This calculation is based on the assumption, that the call price in your invoice call details
is calculated according to the linear function: Call_Price=Duration X Price_Per_Minute + SetUp_Fee
In order to find the price per minute and the setup fee that is used to calculate your call details', you need
to supply 2 call details (price & duration in seconds), the third price and duration is for checking the results.
If the difference between the invoiced price to the calculated price of the checking Price & Duration
(the third price) is less or equal to 0.0001 then the Price per minute and the Setup fee found is correct.
Disclaimer: The P&A calculation tool is provided on an "as is" or "as available" basis without warranties of any kind,
either express or implied. P&A does not make any warranties as to the accuracy, reliability or as to the results that may be
obtained from the use or misuse of the calculation tool and does not endorse any kind of liability nor is responsible for the accuracy
or reliability provided through this calculation tool.
Under no circumstances will P&A be liable for any loss or damage caused by the reliance of user of this calculation tool,
Electronic links to this site are prohibited without the prior and written permission of P & A. Other than reproduction for private
purposes, the reproduction and communication to the public of this tool in any format, are forbidden without the prior and written
permission of P & A. This tool is meant only for personal use. Commercial use is expressly excluded.
Users of this tool may not change, copy, decrypt or decompile, all or parts of the software used to create this tool.

Input values (durations in seconds):
Price A

Price B

Invoiced Price C

Duration A

Duration B

Duration C

Do Calculate & Check

Output values :
Calculate Price per minute
Calculate Set up fee

Price C
Check result

Remarks : Please, make sure that you check the same "type" of call (do not mix between
Peak to off-peak price, week and weekend prices, different destinations, call to fix line and call GSM etc").
For better results, use longer call's durations, and big difference between Price A to Price B.
It may be interesting to compare the price C to the invoiced Price C .... it should be the same or very close.
Have fun !
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